CLASSROOM GUIDE
Game Logic: Level Up and Create Your Own Games with Science Activities for Kids
Nomad Press offers concise classroom guides to help educators explore content-related topics with students and
encourage them to develop ideas in meaningful ways. Includes Essential Questions and Common Core Connections.
Download free classroom guides for other Nomad Press books at our website, nomadpress.net!
What was the last game you played? Video game, board
game, world building game?
In Game Logic: Level Up and Create Your Own Games
with Science Activities for Kids, middle schoolers take
on the world of games by figuring out what makes them
challenging, fun, and addictive! Board games are still wildly
popular, despite the profusion of video gaming devices that
reach audiences as young as toddlerhood. Kids love games,
and this makes gaming a perfect backdrop for learning new
skills!
Game Logic includes hands-on STEAM activities and
critical thinking exercises related to games. Fun facts, links
to online primary sources and other supplemental material,
and essential questions encourage readers to dive deeper
into the games they love to discover what makes them tick.

Age: 9–12
Grade: 4–6
Softcover: 9781619308053, $17.95
Hardcover: 9781619308022, $22.95
eBook: all formats available, $12.99
Specs: 8 x 10, 128 pages, color interior
Focus: Engineering and Technology
GRL: Z+

Learn more about Game Logic at 		
nomadpress.net/nomadpress-books/gamelogic

MORE POP CULTURE BOOKS FROM NOMAD PRESS!
COMICS
PB: 9781619302549, $17.95
HC: 9781619302501, $22.95
VIDEO GAMES
PB: 9781619303003, $17.95
HC: 9781619302914, $22.95
MUSIC
PB: 9781619302037, $16.95
HC: 9781619301993, $22.95
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ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS TO ASK

KEY VOCABULARY
anagram, civilization, curator
deduction, Eurogame,
holograph, neurotransmitter,
patent, strategy

BEFORE READING
1

Establish Background Knowledge
a What kinds of games do you like to play?
b What are some of the reasons you like these games?
c How are games different from puzzles or toys?

2

Skill Introduction
a What do you do when you come to a word or phrase you do not know?
b How do photographs and videos help someone learn about a topic?

CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.7.2 Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze their development over the
course of the text; provide an objective summary of the text.

DURING READING
1

Check for Understanding
a What are some reasons humans play games?
b What do you think we can learn from playing games?
c How do people come up with ideas for new games?
d How is the experience of playing a video game different from the experience of playing a tabletop game?
e What is the connection between games and the brain?

CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.7.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and
phrases based on grade 7 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.

Play mancala! Try your skills with the computer as your
opponent at this website. Can you learn to count the stones and
the spaces to maximize your points?
https://www.coolmathgames.com/0-mancala
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ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS TO ASK
AFTER READING
1

Summary and Expansion
a Have games changed since we started playing them thousands of years ago? How?
b Why do people invent new games?
c Why are game design and game development considered different parts of the game-making process?
d What is an important tool for game designers to have?
e Where are some good places to go to get ideas for new games?
f

How do you feel when you’re winning a game? How do you feel when you’re losing?

g How does playing a game affect your mind? How does it affect your body?
h Do you prefer collaborative games or competitive games? What is the difference between the two?
i

Are there bad things about playing games? What?

CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.7.7 Compare and contrast a text to an audio, video, or multimedia version of the text,
analyzing each medium’s portrayal of the subject (e.g., how the delivery of a speech affects the impact of the words).
CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.7.1c Pose questions that elicit elaboration and respond to others’ questions and
comments with relevant observations and ideas that bring the discussion back on topic as needed.
CCC: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.WHST.6-8.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and
present the relationships between information and ideas clearly and efficiently.

COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS
Grade: 7 Language CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.7.3,4,4a,4b,4c,4d,5,5b,6
Grade: 7 Reading: Informational Text CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.7.1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10
Grade: 7 Speaking & Listening CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.7.1,1a,1c,1d,2,3,4,5,6
Grade: 6-8 Writing HST CCSS.ELA-Literacy.WHST.6-8.2,4,6,7,8,9,10
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COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS
Grade: 7 Language
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.7.3,4,4a,4b,4c,4d,5,5b,6
3 Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.
4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 7 reading and content,
choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.
4a Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue to
the meaning of a word or phrase.
4b Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., belligerent,
bellicose, rebel).
4c Consult general and specialized reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and digital, to find
the pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its precise meaning or its part of speech.
4d Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by checking the inferred meaning in context or
in a dictionary).
5 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.
5b Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., synonym/antonym, analogy) to better understand each of the words.
6 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases; gather vocabulary
knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or expression.
Grade: 7 Reading: Informational Text
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.7.1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10
1 Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the
text.
2 Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze their development over the course of the text; provide an objective
summary of the text.
3 Analyze the interactions between individuals, events, and ideas in a text (e.g., how ideas influence individuals or events, or how
individuals influence ideas or events).
4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and technical
meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word choice on meaning and tone.
5 Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a text, including how the major sections contribute to the whole and to the
development of the ideas.
6 Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how the author distinguishes his or her position from that
of others.
7 Compare and contrast a text to an audio, video, or multimedia version of the text, analyzing each medium’s portrayal of the
subject (e.g., how the delivery of a speech affects the impact of the words).
8 Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is
relevant and sufficient to support the claims
10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary nonfiction in the grades 6–8 text complexity band proficiently, with
scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range.
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COMMON CORE CONNECTIONS
Grade: 7 Speaking & Listening
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.7.1,1a,1c,1d,2,3,4,5,6
1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on
grade 7 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.
1a Come to discussions prepared, having read or researched material under study; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring
to evidence on the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect on ideas under discussion.
1c Pose questions that elicit elaboration and respond to others’ questions and comments with relevant observations and ideas
that bring the discussion back on topic as needed.
1d Acknowledge new information expressed by others and, when warranted, modify their own views.
2 Analyze the main ideas and supporting details presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively, orally) and
explain how the ideas clarify a topic, text, or issue under study.
3 Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims, evaluating the soundness of the reasoning and the relevance and
sufficiency of the evidence.
4 Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, coherent manner with pertinent descriptions, facts,
details, and examples; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.
5 Include multimedia components and visual displays in presentations to clarify claims and findings and emphasize salient points.
6 Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal English when indicated or appropriate.
(See grade 7 Language standards 1 and 3 here for specific expectations.)
Grade: 6-8 Writing HST
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.WHST.6-8.2,4,6,7,8,9,10
2 Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events, scientific procedures/ experiments, or technical
processes.
4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.
6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and
ideas clearly and efficiently.
7 Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question), drawing on several sources and
generating additional related, focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of exploration.
8 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, using search terms effectively; assess the credibility and
accuracy of each source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and following a
standard format for citation.
9 Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis reflection, and research.
10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day
or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.
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Project from Game Logic: Level Up and Create Your Own Games with
Science Activities for Kids
ACTIVITY!

Activity

PIZZA BOX BATTLESHIP
What you need: two pizza boxes, 4 pieces of graph or plain paper, push pins
Battleship is a classic board game that’s been around since 1967. People
have been playing the pencil-and-paper version for much longer. The game
is thought to be based on a French game from World War I. A player
secretly positions ships on their side of the board and then takes turns
guessing where their opponent’s ships are.

›

Divide each piece of paper into an 11-by-11-inch grid. You can also design
the grid on a computer and print it out! Label the cells going down 1 through
10 and the cells going across A through J. Glue or tape a grid inside the top and
bottom of each pizza box.

›

Open the pizza boxes and set the top lids back to back. You may want to
use a binder clip (or two) to keep the lids from falling.

›

Make two sets of different-sized ships out of construction or other
paper. Typical ships include the following.
*

Carrier, covers 5 squares

*

Submarine, covers 3 squares

*

Battleship, covers 4 squares

*

Destroyer, covers 2 squares

*

Cruiser, covers 3 squares

each player places their fleet of ships on the bottom grid. Players
›takeToturnsplay,“firing”
by guessing a square where they think one of the other player’s
ships is. For instance, one player calls out B7, and places a pin in B7 on his top grid.
If the other player has a ship covering B7, they call out “hit” and place a push pin in
that square. If not, they say “miss.” The first player to sink all the opposing player’s
ships wins!

Try This!
Change the theme of the game. Instead of naval vessels, for instance, try making it
a space battle game.

Check out more titles and other great activities at nomadpress.net.
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More Social Studies Books!

Author: Carla Mooney

Author: Angie Smibert

Author: Christine Burillo-Kirch

Author: Kathleen M. Reilly

Author: Laura Perdew

Author: Alex Kahan

Author: Carla Mooney

Author: Judy Dodge Cummings

Author: Matthew Brenden Wood

Check them out at nomadpress.net
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